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TOWARD A BIPARTISAN
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY
(At the annual Executive meeting
of the National Policy Committee on March 13, 1943, the
Committee selected,as the topic
for its inmediate considerat ion,
"What minimum foreign policy
could be stated now that would
be acceptable to both major
parties and therefore be likely
to endure over a considerable
period?" At the very time when
this meeting was in session,
Senators Ball-Hill-Burton-Hatch
were giving an advance statement to the press concerning
the bipartisan resolution that
they introduced into the Senate
on March 16.
On March 23,
therefore,
the NPC held its
thirteenth Washington dinner to
consider the topic previously
selected in relation to this
specific proposal. Attendance,
in addition to members of the
NPC, included the four sponsoring Senators,
paired representatives from the House, and
citizens from both parties in
the fields of business, labor,
education, law, journali ~m.)
The. chairman

stated that the

called to examine the
Helen Hill Miller
1202 National Press Building
Washington, D. C.

on a bipartisan
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need of such

a

minimum,

under today's conditions, was thought

to be demonstrable;

(5) To provide for the assembly and
maintenance of a United Nations military force
and to suppress by
immediate use of such torce any future attempt at military aggression
by any nation.

the possibility of achiev-

ing it was thought to have been demonstrated in
1940, when the destroyer-base deal was successtully carried

through

at the height of a

po-

litical campaign without

becoming

issue;

along those lines is

a second

eftort

That the Senate further advises that
establishment of such United
Nations organization provide machinery for its modification, for the
delegation of additional specific
and limited functions to ,such organization, and for
admission of
other natio~ to membership, and
that member nations should commit
themselves to seek no territorial

a partisan

any

the introduction ot Senate Resolution 114.
As an
bipartisan

illustration of

one proposal for a

approach tq foreign policy, S. Res.

114 was read:
Resolved, That the Senate advises that
the United States take the initiative
in calling meetings of representatives
of the Uni\ ed Nations for the purpose
of forming an organization of
the
United Nations
with
specific and
limited authority -(I) To assist in coordinating
and
fully utilizing the military and economic resources of all member nations
in the prosecution of the war against
the Axis.
(2) To establish temporary
administrations for Axis-controlled areas of
the world as these are occupied by
United Nations torces, until such time
as permanent governments can be established.
(3) To administer relief and assistance in economic rehabilitation in
territories of member nations needing
such aid and in Axis territory occupied
by United Nations forces.
(4) To establish
procedures
and
machinery for peaceful settlement of
disputes and disagreements
between
nations.
-2-

aggrandi ~ ement.

Opening the main body
the chairman

of the

discussion,

suggested that this proposal, and

others of the same type, might

profitably

be

considered from three angles:

first,

to

timing;

second,

as

as to the mechanism by

which

the end in view can best be reached, and third,
as to

cont~nt.

WHAT CONSIDERATioNS SHOULD GOVEIfi
THE TIMING OF POSTWAR POLICY?

Shall we be too
discussions

late

it we wait

and negotiations

to open

until the war is

over

and peace

is declared?

To support this

View,

a series

of pOints was

made by various

members.
One said

that

leaders

of other

nations

obviously are taking account of the possibility
that the
peace;

United States

maywalk

out on

the

they have good historical p,recedent for

this assumption,

and many
-3-

of them are viewing

last November's election
election

as a parallel to

of November 1918,

the

a move away from a

member

different manner:

put

it

in

no nation

stricted by constitutional

a

slightly

except one re-

provisions such

as

ours will wait for the end of the war to set up
a foreign policy.
last analysis,

Under our system,

it is

in the

the Senate that will de-

termine our postwar policy, our relation to the
peace.

If the Senate keeps silent now, other

nations will take action,
that may very well

now and

will make agreements

preclude the

kind of peace

)

outlines of postwar action

fill in details later.)

these remarks

policy of collaboration.
Another

only lay down broad

stressed

the des irab 11i ty

a larger whole, but noted

its dangers to us if

undertaken as the exclusive interest of the organizing nations.
Similarly, Russia was thought to be taking
care of both contingencies,

A number of
other nations
states

members

thought
-

may be hopeful

will not repeat

that

that

with the U. S. in.

The Soviets

while

its policy of

twenty

period

w111 protect

their resources alone if they have to;
member making this comment

U.S.-Soviet relations,

the United

a postwar

with the U. S. out, as well as a postwar period

Ehrlich and Alter, with the
Timing as it Affects our Allies

of

regional organization when undertaken as part of

prefer collective security.

we would like to see.

The maker of

of a divergence

but the

thought they

would

The execution of
resultant harm

to

was cited as symptomatfu

in policy that will worsen

if

we do not act.
It was generally agreed

that nations can-

years ago, they can't take a chance on a collabora-

not ride two horses in foreign policy, as Britain

tive future as things now stand.

and Russia are currently doing mthe absence of

This view was

expanded with comment on both Britain am Russ ia.
Churchill's speech of March 21 was thought
illustrative
our allies,
suing:

of the two types

of policy which

of necessity, are

concurrently~ur~

On the one hand it was a speech which

an indication of the United States' future

po-

sition, without dangerous divisions developing.
Timing as it Affects our Enemies
The effect of an announcement of

invited our collaboration; on the other,it out-

intentions was considered not only

lined an intention on the part of Britain to go

tion with our Allies but in connection with the

ahead with

neutral,

the organization

we pull out.
posals

about a

of Europe in case

(ChurchUl's very specific proCouncil of Europe were an

ex-

ception to his general statement,that we should

-4-

tions.

the enemy-occupied

in

American
connec-

and the enemy na-

How far, it was' asked, would a current

commitment

by America

wedge between

enemy

to

the peace drive

a

peoples and their present
-5-

leaders?

A number of members thought that in-

sofar as the

German

people

were

concerned,

somewhat the

same relation

to the development

of the peace

that the next battle

does to the

little would be gained from such a statement --

development of the war: demobilization;feeding;

their leaders would recall

rehabilitation; temporary administration.

the Fourteen Points

and our failure to stay by them; an adherent of

them also, this member believed, we

this view underlined

the

pare now.

opinion, of this time

inflicti~g

feat on the

Axis

powers,

their unconditional
their conviction

necessity,

in

his

a military de-

to be followed

surrender;

by

others

that this country

added

fully sub-

For

must

pre-

The ,problem of military stability is

a longer-run problem, but it will be with us on
the day we win the war; once again, in his view,
an advance understanding is required.

O~ly

yond these categories, he suggested,

do

bewe

enter an area of soCial, economic and political

scribes to that objective.

dec isions where we run a chance of overstepping
Timing as it Affects
Occupied and Neutral Countries
An indication,

states would exert

made now,

by taking action now,
there is much

that the United

a measure of

the postwar world was, however,

leadership in
agreed to have

decisivs -psychological advantage in relation to
the neutral and occupied states,

and countries

like India and China whichdo not wish to be -caught;
between a

British-~ssian

One member sUggested that it may be useful

de-

velopment of ideas.
After considering the timing of a declaration of postwar policy from various angles with
regard to the reactions of foreign nations, the
group turned to the matter of
gard to

balance of power.

and even in these cases,

to be said for the informal

domestic

discussion was

politics.

closely

timing

with re-

Necessarily, this

interwoven

with

dis-

to subdivide the matter of timing into a series

cussion of the _mechanism

of categories.

foreign policy could be declared.

What timing

is desirable

the subject

start work

Now is the time, he thought, to

on the postwar internal problems of

the United States,

anithe postwar problems

of

t

the Western Hemisphere

which

is the

regional

area

same relation

to us as

that

bears

Europe does

the

to Britain; in both cases, we

are

in respect to taking

to the country?
Senate get
and- the

by which an American

At what

together

Secretary

with

po.int
the

of State?

should

President
When

should

already in possession

of the premises on which

whatever

to act.

are the immediate

be brought to a vote on the Senate floor?

Then there

emergencies of the

postwar period,

-6-

world

measure

is

finally

which bear
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the

proposed

THROUGH WHAT mx=HANISM CAN AN AMERICAN

broadly discussed across the country,

D~I.ARE:D?

FOREIGN POLICY BEST BE

A main basis for the entDusiasm which
group expressed
Senators,

at

the

and which

other Senate

action

would

of the

or planned,

Senate

has

The dangers contingent

on

the legislative branch serving only as
tive source ot running
tive are never

criticism

more obvious

of foreign affairs.

to

introduced

was the tact that the

taken initiative.

four

apply as well

resolutions currently

the

a nega-

of the

exe~

than in the field

The member making thesere-

marks believed that the country

has been given

a great lift

by the assumption of positive re-

sponsibility

by

members

of the

Senate,

for consultation

to

the

be taken

President

and

the

Secretary of State, be modified in the light of
suggestions and proposals, and

then returned to

the Senate for final action.
further,

should

necessarily

be

be

whole on the

Such a proposal,

flexible;

would

not

to ·t he Senate

presented

same day.

it

as a

But it is up

to the

Senate, the maker of these comments thought, to
work out means of

dealing

tional

that

handicaps

effective policy

with the

constitu-

may otherwise

and even cause our

block
defeat in

the peace.

and
Conditions ot a Bipartisan Approach

others around the table shared his view.

The urgency with which members pressed the
working

The Importance of Senate Initiative
On the assumption that the best vehicle for
the expression of our basic foreign policy
a statement by the Senate,
take?

is

what form should it

A member suggested that it should be bi-

partisan in

origin,

relatively short, and

written as to meet the wishes
thirds of the Senators.
needs only

a majority

of treaty
ratify.)

of at least two-

(A Senate Resolution
to pass, but

'Resolution to which two-thirds
were favorable would

so

give an

a

Senate

bipartisan approach

policy is to be achieved

to

next
foreign

was based on

several

grounds.
One member

said

that recognition of

the

tact that a minimum ot agreed foreign policy is
vital to the

interests

must be· established
coming campaign

of the

United

States

in advance

of the

forth-

for the Presidency;

otherwise

idea of the sort

postwar world will become a political football.
Another member, just back from a transcontinental trip,

said that

number

of

tude of the country

originate in the Senate,

be

was currently good:

should go

within the

history will repeat itself and our place in the

The development of such a statement,

stages; it should

a

of a statement

of the Senators

that the Senate would be prepared to

he continued,

months if

out

through a

he thought the atti-

toward

the

postwar world

among people at the

there is a widespread fear of
-8-
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an

top

isolationist

reaction, but the broad mass of the people
inclined to be

hopeful:

symbol has really

taken

the

United

hold,

and

little imperialist sentiment.
tinued, the

country wants

, that

Mr.

there

Wallace

control of

is

a blueprint; it
At the

a partisan statement, he

in his opinion

Nations

However, he con-

tired of glittering generalities.
of making

are

is
risk

would

say

the recent speeches

on the four freedoms
teaching

in

and

of
on the

other countries

been making isolationists;

are

~eople

had

saying,

we don't want that.

But they do believe in do-

ing a policing Job,

and they

want

a definite

indication of how/ it can be done.
This statement
supporter

of the

brought

crossfire from

Wallace Views, who

insisted

that a

m~nimum

doms,

assuring them to all world citizens,

necessary;

application

but

after

previous statement
that

it

has

a

of the four

freeis

challenging part of the

this speaker went on to say

been

a mistake

not

to

offer

specific machinery to put the four freedoms into being;

he was

therefore

in

accord that a

definite statement should be made now.
A third line of reasoning suggested that a
bipartisan approach to foreign policy can
be made now while the war

is on because people

resent having matters related to the war
into party politics.
moreover, will find
their boys back
tionalistic

best
drawn

The close of hostilities,
people tired, eager to get

home,

ready to listen

arguments.
-10-

In the view of

to nathis

member,
si-nce

the leadership
Pearl Harbor

that has

been

silent

is trying and will try

get discussion of the issue postponed
take advantage /of this mood when

to

so as to

the

moment

comes.
In What Terms Should the Issue be Presented?

But

if

the

question

cautioned a member,

is

discussed now,

is it not highly important

i~

to be careful about the kind of appeal that
In his view,

made?

much current

is pitched on a rather
This attracts the
in the service,
home;

too lofty moral

plane.

mothers and fathers
but

this source will

discussion

emotional

disappear once

it is equally important

of boys

support

from

the boys

to consider how

The fact that

the boys feel about it.
speaker had come to the

are
this

meeting after lunching

with a Marine just back from three months of
dirty job
~pport

on

Guadalcanal

a

contributed to

his

of a very tough-minded approach to

the

matter of foreign policy;

he thought it would

fit the mood of the returning fighting men.
Others

joined

him in agreement

that the

realistic basis on which to propose a collaborative foreign policy
best and cheapest

is to show that it is the

policy

and indeed the

only

alternative for the United States if we are not
to go to
years.

war,

father

and son,

It is probably true

every

twenty

that the United

States can hold its own in a system Where

the

powers of Britain, Idlssia and the UnHed States

-11-

are balanced

against

each

other;

but

it

san, but not non-controversial.

will mean maintaining from two to three million
' men constantly under arms, at
some ten billion dollars.
imperialism of

annual cost of

~

When Should a Senate Vote be Taken?

isolationist"

And

SUppose

that sort will end in a coali-

member expressed

issue

is jOined,

which

than they were

are even
before

plane is here.
terest to the

less relevant

Pearl Harbor?

Therefore it is
United

for the peace.

a

his concern, can the terms of

the debate be set so as to avoid repetition
arguments

States

of
now

The ail'-

of vital in-

to have a policy

The ·advantage which we gain

formulating a minimum policy

that

the

outline

of

a

basic

foreign policy, stimulated by the resolution of

tion against us in World War III.
When the fundamental

The issue must

be met.

by

of our own .now is

f

1

the four Senntors.

emerges from the grass roots

in the course of the next weeks and months, and
that a statement incorporating it is worked out
between the Senate and the Executive

branch,~

should the matter be brought to a vote?
Several considerations

were

suggested as

important to the making of this decision.
On the one hand,

it was

felt

should not be drawn prematurely;

that we then won't have a policy forced upon us

the country will

little

by others after the war is over.

litical

to

figures

by

that lines
the debatem

little lead

po-

declare themselves;

ma-

ture judgments, independent of past

records,

not whether the United States shall participate

will then be made.

If, in the course

of

in the postwar world

time, it gradually

appears

Is it true that the question for debate is

ticipation

shall

but

what

take?

thought so -- one

Some

said that the

was decided

ticipation

into this war.
felt that

form

our par-

of the

group

issue of par-

when

the country went

Others were

less sure; a few

the basic

question of participation

will definitely have to be debated.
How can the

urgency

veloping

a foreign

country,

a participant

thrives on
controversy

of the

policy

need for de-

be kept before the

wanted to know.

controversy,
what we want?

but

in this case
Why not, came

to have

resolu-

a majority, even

if

not two-thirds support, it was thought

that

there would be little likelihood of a
fight developing:

partisan

there is no use fighting

resolution that can pass.

a

However, if

thirds majority seems attainable

a twowithin
a

reasonable period of time, without

the

lution having to be watered down to

reso-

meaning-

News

lessness to attain it, the group felt that a vote

is

of that size would be a very considerable asset.

the

reply; the discussion should be kept non-parti-

-12-

tion is likely

that the

that

Raised against the
in the

near

future

desirability of action

was

-13-

the

point

that the l

present Senate cannot

bind the Senate of

1944

collaboration that

we can

secure is likely to

)

or

194~

or 1946;

is there

therefore,that

a

possibility,

a statement on

' passed now, might

foreign policy,
and

misguide

disappoint

leaders at home and abroad who placed

confi-

dence in it as an enduring commitment?

There

be collaboration between

American

and Britain

nevertheless felt that it is important to carry
through negotiations now.

In general,

there

was reluctance to abandon the United Nations as
at any rate an

initial objective; one

member

was agreement that this is a danger, a rl'sk that

remarked that there is a psychological value to

any parliamentary government inevitably

the concept of the

runs.

But the likelihood of a future Senate repudiating a previous cOllD'Di tment 'c an be reduced, it was
thought, by

close contact

with the course

of

United Nations

which

does

not apply to any smaller grouping.
The last point was

the administration

of territory re-

ongoing developments; and the dangers we run i1

gained from Axis domination.

A participant

no comnitment is made should be measured against

commented that in his opinion many of

the risks of commitment.

litical troubles in North Africa are due to our
acting alone there:

WHAT SHOULD BE THE CONTENT OF A
BIPARI'ISAN AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY?
Throughout the
a foreign policy

earlier

should

political auspices

discussion of how

be

arrived

those present,
and

proves to be

an organization
perhaps

drop

~he

international structure,

idea, or not1

those who believed that
-14-

areas.

be set up in other

Obviously, the na't ure and extent of ex-

isting government organization, on the spot

or
will

estab-

dif-

In

Norway,

that

ferences between the situations
France, Germany;
but emphasis

was

general

United

that in all of our administrative

action

us in

should recognize problems of legal

prove

do

we

Members thought not;

.

Restoration of Civil Government

in eXile, with which we, can collaborate I

if

to join with

United Nations, cir-

vary from country to country -- take the

might

so, if one or two of the

of' the

Some of

the

impossible;

Nations express reluctance
sett!ng up an

agreed.

however, thought

lishment of ,such
difficult

an organization which

generally

if we had gone in underthe

temporary administrations to

the United Nations more than a sym-

bol of speech was

po-

This instance brought up the Inature otthe

Organization of the United Nations
would make

our

cumstances would have been far happier.

at, sug-

gestions for its content had been coming up.

The desirability of

tion with

underscored in connec-

the limit of the active

we should avoid the installation

of an admini-

stration, however temporary, that the

popula-

tion would regard as alien, and we should
-15-

we

continuity;

make

just hand it out? Are we going to put food i nit clear that our object is solely to assist in
the restoration of civil government.
The last

of these

further.

ly to the democracies? Do we believe that peace

points was

Are we interested

discussed

s imply in the

restoration of civil government in any form
all, or are we

interested

in what

a
One

member strongly urged that it is not enough for
maintain order;
mum of civil

merely

to be able

it must also guarantee

rights.

cited our handling

In this

of the

to

amini ~

cpnnection he

North African situ-

ation: when the four freedoms are unrecognized,
the war loses meaning.
to

be

drawn regarding the interest of one nation

in

the internal affairs of another?

Some one

suggested that in working out a United
the clause in the Anglo-Soviet pact

guarantee-

ing no interference in each other's

domestic

affairs might be useful.

On the other

hand,

in organizing relief and rehabilitation as well
as in setting up temporary administrations, don't
present

who had

spent some

time in Europe during the yeara after the
war recalled how one

cized in

last

of our feeding centers in

a Ceptral European capital

this

country

had been used

as a

for

little

counter-question:
which
kind

of world/ policing

-16-

good

forth

a

which we will
agreement

job that

our

people want to see done.?
Policing World Order
The make-up and
force

required

to considerable

operation of the military

to keep

can force be put back
Under what

the peace was subject

analysis.

By

what mechanism

of international

circumstances

order?

shall such force

go

into action?
Alternative ·methods

of using force,

were examined.

of using force would be

to establish a

which each nation would aSSign units.
way of using force would be
the

United

than
-17-

to

Another

to follow existing

military

Britain

and

One way

Nations police force, an independent entity

the United States,

rather

to be a

called

we use it as a powerful lever to get

this time, he

condition relief

the

other nations will need, can't

active program of anti-Semitism;
asked, won't we

This

tributing the food and resources
have and

patterns, pooling

by

isn't

if we have a policy .for dis-

group with an

point

democratic

as an attempt

children?

a Nationalist

focal

of

world Santa Claus, who knows just what is

their interrelation,

we intend to set up certain criteria?

spread

kind of program thus implied going to be criti-

Nations
to

the

But, the question was raised,

had

structure, inclusion of a clause comparable

on

government?

to the

If this is so, where is the line

One of those

is contingent

at

kind of

government is to take power after the war?
a succession government

to the hands of groups or governments unfriend-

effectives of

and, if

pOSSible,

Russia to

establish

of power

a predominance

that can't be challenged,

operating jointly in

area commands such

as we have at present.

third

would

possibility

these methods;

some

long-run process
occur in
armies

which
to

a combination of

members

thought that

of evolution
a transition

international

place.
When the war stops,
will have garrisons
tion.

be

a

is likely to
from
national

police
the

might

United

our troops

take

s.

control,

in

strategiC

How shall

we define the purposes for which we

plan

to

muster force behind international order, and by
what means shall we determine when that forceis
to go into action?

stopping

The purpose of

aggression, .of keeping the peace, one memberremarked, is much too general; it

is

like

the

pious hope expressed in the Kellogg-Briand

Pa~

Aggression, he went on, is hard to define:

it

opera-

never presents itself in the form in which

it

has been foreseen.

of

in

these

theaters, with U. S. naval and air units, under
U.

United Nations Police Foree be used?

Nations

in all theaters of

Shall we retain

A

the

what specific and limited purposes shall

spots as part of

Is a general definition

aggression impossible?

If so, are our alterna-

tives either to underwrite a series of specific

their normal stations? Or shall the participant

commitments, or to rely upon the discretion

countries of the United Nations designate parts

the moment?

of their forces to serve in strategic locations
as an international police force under a United
Nations General Staff?

If there is a

separate

police force, does that mean that the

United

States will not send its own armed forces

outa

It

side this hemisphere to maintain peace?

separate police force is paralleled by national

Cited 'f or discussion in this connection as
a type of

commitment

police force
maintenance
Suppose, one
China

might
of

which
be

the

member

said,

cooperating

should be

taken over by,

aggression by a great power?

answers

in the years after the

undertake the policing job toward

which

the

mind of the country is turning.
. Dafini tian of COUllni tments

A further question

w~ich

from the
For
discussion as in need of definition is:

-18-

emerged

that, frontier

frontier.

that the areas

with Chiang

of

as one

Kai-chek

or go over to Russia

war.

Would we regard

we were prepared to

operate in maintaining?
that this seemed far aWay,
yes:

to keep was

under the . control of Chinese Communists

currently

to

lnternational

called on

prevent

to these questions must be found if we are

an

Russo-Chinese

armies, will it be strong enough to
Clearly,

of

co-

In spite of the fact

another member said

we can't start pul·ling our punches onan

area basis;

remember, it was in Manchuria that

our present war started.
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The question brought out

a new

criterion

of aggression; can an aggressor be defined as a
nation that refuses

to submit its case to

isting international
of disputes,

machinery

ex-

for adjustment

or to abide by the decisions thus

rendered?

If it dQ es not make sense to go to

put it, the minimum which our interest now permits is to get the United Nations organized and
give it specific war jobs; we are going to need
the experience

of

doing these

to war

on powers that

use available machinery for settling

force.

won't

difficul-

ties?
Suppose that a workable
aggression

is

force then be

arrived
used

can international

immediately

indicated aggressor?
fare makes this

means of defining

at,

against the

The speed of blitz war-

decision

crucial;

a

Con-

gressional or Parliamentary debate of three

or

four weeks would entirely vitiate the effect of
an international air force.
U. S.

contingents

force

require

a

United States?
be used on

in

Does the

use

of

an international police

declaration

of

war by

the

Or can they, like the Marines,

foreign

territory to restore order

without further preliminaries?
The Need for Initial Experience
Recognition

was

general

around the table

that whatever international stru.cture is set up
during the months

ahead

will

necessarily

tentative in character, limited in scope,
ject to

revision

Members urgently

in the
felt,

be
sub-

light of experience,
however, that this ex-

perience ought to begin soon.
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the

time comes to organize for peace undergirded by

war to protect a boundary, does it nevertheless
make sense to go

jobs when

As one of them
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Senate Resolutions introduced this session
on war and postwar problems
S. Res. 22,

introduced January 7 by
for the creation of a
FOreign Relations Advisory Council.

Mr. Wiley,

S. Res. 91,

introduced February 4 by
for initiating
joint
treaty agreements with the United
Nations embodying the principles of
the Atlantic Charter.

Mr. Gillette,

Questions for Disc'u ssion
What type of policy for the peace is
in the best interest of the United
States?

S. Res. 99, introduced February 11 by
Mr • .Thomas of Utah, for the formulat-

ing of a comprehensive
program of
international economic cooperation.
S. Res. 102, introduced February 15
by Mr. George, for a special Senate
Committee on Postwar Economic Policy
and Planning.
S. Res. 114, introduced March 16 by
Mr. Ball for himself and Mr. Hill,
Mr. Burton and Mr. Hatch; amendment
March 17 by Mr. Willis.
S. Res. 115,

In the formation ot this policy, how
should the American parties be related to each other; the Legislative
and Executive branches of the American
government; the American gpvernment
and the governments of other United
Nations?
Through wbat mechanisms can this policy
best be expressed?
What measures are
it force?

introduced March 16 by

Mr. Lucas, amending S. Res. 102.

S. J. Res. 22, introduced January 18
by Mr. Pepper for a joint committee
of the Cong~ess
to study war and
postwar problems.
S. Con. Res. 10, introduced March 23
by Mr. Kilgore, for an international
constitutional convention.
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of the
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To further the formation of groups
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citizens whose common purpose is
to work toward the development of
governmental
policies
by democratic means on the basis of the
general interest.
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national and
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3.

To stimUlate discussion of questions on which public policy is
developing

4.

5.
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the exchange
of
thought and
experience between
different parts of the country
To encourage active participation
in the democratic process of forming governmental policy
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The Dynamics of Civil MObilization
What We Are Fighting For
The Basis For Our Will to Win
The Domestic Requirements for
Victory
Changes in Government Structure
Required for War and Peace
Public Information in Wartime
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of the War
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